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RANDOM
Designed by Neuland Industriedesign
An icon, an industrial masterpiece with an extraordinary irregular structure.
A piece of furniture that, when it was born in 2005, revolutionised the concept of bookshelf, turning it into a
design sculpture. This is the visiting card of Random by Neuland Industriedesign, created all white at the
beginning. Then, it came in different variants up to the colour of the 2C-3C release.
A product that, with its geometries, favours lightgames, while with its modularity adapts to any living space, from
the widest to the most reduced ones. Over the years, Random has extended its family, changing the concept of
storage. For instance, with Random Box and Random Cabinet, objects can be both stored and shown off, while
modules of different depth give an effect of considerable dynamism.
Even today, MDF Italia Random expresses an extraordinary communication energy and it is one of the icons of the
whole design world.
WHY RANDOM
- A design icon
- It offers a wide composition freedom
- Its dynamic concept enables a functional use of spaces
- Its timeless design never ceases to amaze
Discover the new dimensional variants, named 2C and 3C. Click here

FRAMEWORK
Shelves at various standard heights, fit into the backs through concealed slots. Adjustable feet. Ready for wall
mounting.

MONOCHROMATIC VERSION
A bookcase made of 6 mm thick medium-density wood fibreboards, with matt lacquer (micro-goffered) in white or
medium grey, and back of melamine-coated board (thickness 10 mm).
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Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.
Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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Finish options
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